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Abstract— Cognitive rad io is a technology initiated by
many research organizations and academic institutions
to raise the spectrum utilization of underutilized
channels in order to alleviate spectrum scarcity problem
to a larger extent. Spectru m handoff is in itiated due to
appearance of primary user (PU) on the channels
occupied by the secondary user (SU) at that time and
location or interference to the PU exceeds the certain
threshold. In this paper, we propose a novel spectrum
handoff algorith m using fuzzy logic based approach that
does two important functions: 1) adjusts transmission
power of SU intelligently in order to avoid handoff by
reducing harmful interference to PUs and 2) takes
handoff decisions intelligently in the light of new
parameter such as expected holding t ime (HT) of the
channel as one of its antecedent. Simu lated results show
impact analysis of selection of the channel in the light
of HT information and the co mparison with random
selection algorith m demonstrates that there is
considerable reduction in handoff rate of SU.

Index Terms— Spectrum Handoff, Cognitive Radio,
Fuzzy Logic, Holding Time, Transmission Power

I.

Introduction

The spectrum is a precious natural resource and is
presently regulated by governmental agencies to avoid
interference among users. The spectrum is allocated by
fixed spectrum allocation policy. The fast growth of
new wireless applications and services has resulted in
increased demand of radio spectrum access. But most of
the radio spectrum stands already allocated by fixed
allocation policy and it beco mes difficu lt to find
unallocated spectrum for these upcoming new
applications and services. As per the survey of Federal
Co mmunicat ions Commission (FCC) [1], up to 85% of
Copyright © 2013 MECS

the assigned spectrum is underutilized. This allocation
policy has created a situation where there appears an
artificial scarcity of the spectrum. Th is ever increasing
demand for spectrum for these new applications cannot
be fulfilled unless an alternate scheme to regulate the
scarce spectrum is not found. Therefore, FCC has
suggested a new communicat ion paradig m for accessing
the assigned spectrum dynamically [2] known as
cognitive radio (CR). CR is a key technology that will
make the dynamic spectrum access (DSA) a reality.
DSA allo ws the SU to dynamically ad just its certain
operating parameters in order to adapt to the varying
radio environ ment and utilize the idle spectrum
opportunistically [3][4][5] , which is not used by the
primary user at that time and location. In addition to
spectrum sensing and management, another important
function a CR should perform is spectrum mobility and
gives rise to a different type of handoff in cognitive
radio network known as spectrum handoff. The aim of
spectrum handoff is to help the SU to release the
occupied channels quickly to avoid interference to the
primary user and find suitable idle channels to restart
the interrupted transmission. The handoff to new
channels should be seamless so that an application
running on the SU perceives min imu m quality of
service (QoS) degradation [6] . The selection procedure
of the idle channel for future handoffs can be classified
as proactive and reactive methods. In case of proactive
method, the decision of channel selection is taken
before actual handoff [7][8][9][10] and after handoff
decision, in case of reactive decision handoff
[11][12][13][14].
There has been little work in literature apply ing fuzzy
logic to cognitive radio networks. The authors of [15],
proposed fuzzy logic for controlling the transmission
power of SU and [16] applied for cross layer
optimization between mediu m access control layer
(MAC) and transport layer. Fuzzy logic has been
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proposed for controlling the spectrum access [17][18]
and for spectrum handoff [19][20]. In this paper, we
propose a novel spectrum handoff algorith m based on
fuzzy logic. The works in [19][20] are most related to
our work. Our work differs fro m previous works, that
we propose to introduce expected holding time (HT) of
the channel as one of the antecedent to fuzzy logic
controller (FLC) in order to take handoff decision and
we have used trapezoidal membership functions in
place of triangular membership functions for the
antecedents and the consequent. Our algorithm will take
intelligent handoff decisions in the light of HT
informat ion (i.e. PU activity) of the channel and will
select those channels for transmission of SU having
largest HT parameter (or lowest PU activity).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 provides the brief introduction to cognitive
radio and expected holding time (HT) of the channel.
Section 3 proposes the fuzzy logic based handoff
algorith m. Section 4 presents the simu lated results.
Conclusion is provided in section 5.

ON-OFF process. The ON represents the channel is
used by PU at that time and OFF represents the channel
is id le at that time. The wideband spectrum is sensed
continuously to generate usage pattern statistics of all
channels. Then average idle period known as expected
holding time (HT) of every channel is calculated. HT is
defined as the average t ime duration that the SU can
utilize fo r its data transmission before PU reclaims the
channel back. If HT is high, more t ime is available to
the SU for its data transmission. To acquire knowledge
about HT parameter, SU has to continuously sense the
wideband spectrum wh ich will put more co mputational
burden on SU and also increases its power consumption.
We assume in this paper, that HT data is availab le either
provided by spectrum server [22] or SU has the
capability to compute HT parameter. By incorporating
the HT information (i.e., PU act ivity) into the decision
making, its impact on handoff probability is analy zed
using fuzzy logic based approach.

III. Proposed
Algorithm
II.

Preliminaries

2.1 Cognitive Radio
The main functions of the cognitive radio are [21]:
Spectrum sensing: A cognitive user continuously
monitors the wideband spectrum in o rder to find
spectrum holes (or white spaces) and arrival of PU with
the help of spectrum sensing techniques such as
transmitter detection, interference based detection and
cooperative detection. Each technique has its merits and
demerits.
Spectrum management: Out of large nu mber of idle
channels, the SU has to select the best channels that will
satisfy its QoS requirements. The spectrum
management functions can be classified as spectrum
analysis and spectrum decision.
Spectrum mobility: Due to appearance of the primary
user on the channels occupied by the SU at that time,
the SU has to change instantly its operating channels to
other idle channels. The switching to these idle channels
should be seamless so that there is minimu m QoS
degradation of the application running on the SU.

Fuzzy

Logic

based

Handoff

The proposed scheme is imp lemented by means of
hierarchical fu zzy logic controller (FLC) as shown in
Fig. 1. The 1st FLC estimates the optimal transmission
power of SU in order to control harmful interference to
PUs and hence, avoids unnecessary handoff. The 2nd
FLC takes intelligent handoff decision based on
informat ion of transmit power of SU (SUpower),
required data rate (SUdatarate) and expected holding
time (HT) information based on PU activ ity of the
channel. In this case, handoff is in itiated if the selected
power of SU is not enough to sustain the QoS (i.e. data
rate) of the SU and interference to PU is high. Our
algorith m can operate both in overlay and underlay
mode by intelligently controlling the transmission
power of SU. The undesired spectrum handoff can be
avoided by controlling the transmission power and by
selecting the channels having largest holding time (i.e.
lowest PU activity) among the available id le channels to
achieve a considerable reduction in handoff rate.

Spectrum sharing: After deciding the transmitting
channel, the SU handshakes with its receiver and starts
transmitting. A fair spectrum scheduling mechanis m is
to be devised for sharing of the spectrum with other
SUs.
Fig. 1: Hierarchical fuzzy logic system

2.2 Expected Holding Time (HT) of the Channel
The licensed channels to be used opportunistically by
the SUs depend on the activities of the PUs at a
particular location and time in cognitive radio networks.
In literature, licensed channel occupancy is modeled as
Copyright © 2013 MECS

3.1 Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC1) for Power
Control
After a specific time interval, the SU measures the
power of the PU at SU (Rpower) and estimates the
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actual transmission power of the PU (Tpower). It is
assumed that SU has the capability to estimate the
Tpower. Then comparison is made between Rpower
and Tpower in order to take a decision on the optimal
transmission power of SU (SUpower). The t wo
antecedents (or inputs) used for FLC1 to determine the
SUpower are:
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THEN rules were designed to help the fuzzy in ference
engine to take decisions. The logic behind their
definit ion is to realize optimal transmission power of
the SU. For example, as per rule 3, if the Rpower is low
and Tpower is high then the SUpower is high, this
corresponds to the situation of very low interference in
the communication channel and therefore, allocates the
maximu m ad missible transmission power to the SU.
Also as per rule 9, when the Rpower and Tpower is
high then SUpower is low, this corresponds to the
situation of high interference in the communication
channel. Therefore, the transmitted power is reduced
and allocation of power is minimu m in order to avoid
harmful interference to PU.
T able 1: Rule base of FLC1 for transmission power control
Rule #

Rpower

Tpower

SUpowe r

1

Low

Low

Low

2

Low

Medium

Medium

3

Low

High

High

Antecedent 1: Rpower i.e. power received by SU
from PU (dBm).

4

Medium

Low

Low

5

Medium

Medium

Low

Antecedent 2: Tpower i.e. actual transmission power
of PU (d Bm). and the consequent is optimal
transmission power of SU (SUpower) (dBm).

6

Medium

High

Medium

7

High

Low

Low

8

High

Medium

Low

9

High

High

Low

Rpower and T power
Fig. 2: Membership functions used for Antecedent 1 (Rpower) and
Antecedent 2 (T power)

The two antecedents and the consequent are
characterized by a term set ‘T(x)’ of three fu zzy sets
each such as low, mediu m and high, as shown in (1),
defined over a specific universe of discourse

3.2 Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC2) for Handoff
Decision

T(Rpower) = T(Tpower) = T(SUpower)
= {low, medium, high}

(1)

We have used trapezoidal membership functions for
two antecedents (Rpower, Tpower) and the consequent
(SUpower) as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

This FLC is in charge o f taking the handoff decisions
based on three descriptors (antecedents) such as
transmit power (SUpower), required data rate i.e. QoS
(SUdatarate) and HT informat ion (HTchannel) of the
channel. The three antecedents and one consequent are:
Antecedent 1: HT information of the channel
(HTchannel) (seconds).
Antecedent 2: required data rate (SUdatarate) (bps).
Antecedent 3: transmission power of S U (SUpower)
(dBm). and the consequent is handoff probability
(probhandoff).
The three antecedents are characterized by a term set
‘T(x)’ of three fu zzy sets each such as low, med iu m and
high, as shown in (2), defined over a specific universe
of discourse

SUpower

T(HTchannel) = T(SUdatarate) = T(SUpower)

Fig. 3: Membership function used for the consequent (SUpower)

The analysis of the algorith m has been performed
over normalized values of the antecedents and the
consequent between [0, 1]. Table 1 show the rules
contained in the ru le base of FLC1. Fu zzy n ine IFCopyright © 2013 MECS

= {low, medium, high}

(2)

And the consequent is characterized by a term set
‘T(x)’ of four fu zzy sets such as No, Probably No,
Probably Yes and Yes, as shown in (3), defined over a
specific universe of discourse
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T(Probhandoff) = {No, PNo, PYes, Yes}

(3)

We have used trapezoidal membership functions for
three antecedents and the consequent are shown in Fig.
4 and Fig. 5. The analysis of the algorithm has been
performed over normalized va lues of the antecedents
and the consequent between [0, 1]. Table 2 show the
rules contained in the rule base of FLC2. Fuzzy 27 IFTHEN rules were designed to help the fuzzy in ference
engine to take handoff decisions. The logic behind their
definit ion is to take the ideal handoff decision. For
example, as per rules 7, 8 and 9, the algorithm take the
decision of not to handoff and as per rules 22, 23 and 24,
the algorith m take the decision of handoff to other idle
channels.

HT channel, SUpower and SUdatarate
Fig. 4: Membership functions used for three inputs of FLC2 i.e.
Antecedent 1 (HTchannel), Antecedent 2 (Supower) and Antecedent 3
(SUdatarate)

5

high

medium

medium

No

6

high

medium

high

PNo

7

high

high

low

No

8

high

high

medium

No

9

high

high

high

No

10

medium

low

low

Yes

11

medium

low

medium

Yes

12

medium

low

high

Yes

13

medium

medium

low

No

14

medium

medium

medium

PNo

15

medium

medium

high

PYes

16

medium

high

low

No

17

medium

high

medium

No

18

medium

high

high

PNo

19

low

low

low

Yes

20

low

low

medium

Yes

21

low

low

high

Yes

22

low

medium

low

Yes

23

low

medium

medium

Yes

24

low

medium

high

Yes

25

low

high

low

PYes

26

low

high

medium

PYes

27

low

high

high

PYes

IV. Simulated Results
The proposed algorith m has been simu lated in fuzzy
logic toolbox of Matlab 7.6.

Consequent (Probhandoff)
Fig. 5: Membership function used for consequent of FLC2 i.e.
Probhandoff

T able 2: Rule base of FLC2 for spectrum handoff decision
Rule # HTchannel SUpower SUdatarate Probhandoff
1

high

low

low

PYes

2

high

low

medium

Yes

3

high

low

high

Yes

4

high

medium

low

No
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T power
Fig. 6: Simulation results show impact of T power on SUpower at
constant three values (i.e. min., medium and max.) values of Rpower
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4.1 Simulation Results For FLC1

4.2 Simulation Results for FLC2

Here, we simulate the SUpower as a function of
Rpower and Tpower. Fig. 6 shows the impact of
Tpower, at three different constant values of Rpower,
on SUpower wh ile Fig. 7 shows impact of Rpower, at
three different constant values of Tpower, on SUpower.

This fuzzy logic system is in charge of taking handoff
decision. When Probhandoff ≥ 0.5, the algorithm takes
the decision of spectrum handoff, therefore, switches to
other idle channels. Fig. 9, Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show the
impact of HTchannel, SUdatarate and SUpower on the
handoff probability.

HT channel
Fig. 9: Simulation results show impact of HTchannel on Probhandoff
at constant values of SUpower, SUdatarate=0.5 (medium)

Rpower
Fig. 7: Simulation results show impact of Rpower on SUpower at
three constant (i.e. min., medium and max.) values of T power

The results show that SUpower remains at min imu m
value when Rpower ≥ Tpower and there has been linear
increase in SUpower when Tpower > Rpower. As can
be seen from Fig. 8, the maximu m value of SUpower is
attained when Rpower is at min imu m value and Tpower
is at maximu m value. Our algorithm helps SU to change
the transmission power gradually in o rder to adapt to
the dynamic channel condition.

Fig. 8: Simulation results show simutaneous impact of Rpower and
T power on SUpower

As can be seen from Fig. 9 that with increase in
HTchannel, at constant values of SUpower and
SUdatarate, the probability of handoff decreases. The
proposed algorithm helps in selection of channel having
largest HT value (i.e. idle period), which results in
higher throughput and lesser number of handoff.

SUdatarate
Fig. 10: Simulation results show impact of SUdatarate on Probhandoff
at constant values of SUpower, HT channel=0.5 (medium)

Copyright © 2013 MECS
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As can be seen from Fig. 10 that with increase in
SUdatarate, at constant values of SUpower and
HTchannel, the probability of handoff increases.

decrease in SUdatarate and obtains a minimu m value
when HTchannel is at maximu m value and SUdatarate
is at minimum value.

Fig. 13: Simulation results show impact of SUdatarate and HTchannel
on Probhandoff at constant value of SUpower=0.5 (medium)

Supower
Fig. 11: Simulation results show impact of SUpower on Probhandoff
at constant values of SUdatarate, HT channel=0.5 (medium)

As can be seen from Fig. 11 that with increase in
SUpower, at constant values of SUdatarate and
HTchannel, the probability of handoff decreases. By
adjusting the SUpower, the harmful interference to PU
can be mitigated that reduces the necessity of handoff
and hence results in reduction of number of handoffs.

Fig. 14 shows the impact of SUpower and SUdatarate,
at constant value of HTchannel, on the probability of
handoff. It can be seen that handoff probability
decreases with increase in SUpower and decrease in
SUdatarate and obtains a minimu m value when
SUpower is at maximu m value and SUdatarate is at
minimum value.

Fig. 12 shows simu ltaneous impact of SUpower and
HTchannel, at constant value of SUdatarate, on the
probability of handoff. It can be seen that probability of
handoff decreases with increase in HTchannel and
SUpower and obtains a minimu m value when
HTchannel and SUpower are both at maximu m values.

Fig. 14: Simulation results show impact of SUpower and SUdatarate
on Probhandoff at constant value of HT channel=0.5 (medium)

4.3 Comparison of Proposed Algorithm with
Random Selection Algorithm (i.e. Without HT
Information)

Fig. 12: Simulation results show impact of SUpower and HT channel
on Probhandoff at constant value of SUdatarate=0.5 (medium)

Fig. 13 shows simu ltaneous impact of SUdatarate and
HTchannel, at constant value of SUpower, on the
probability of handoff. It can be seen that handoff
probability decreases with increase in HTchannel and
Copyright © 2013 MECS

In this simulation, we have compared two algorith ms
as a function of deviation fro m largest HT value. As can
be seen from Fig. 15, the handoff probability of the
proposed algorithm remains constant and always selects
the channel having largest HT value. In case of random
selection, the handoff probability increases with
increase in deviation fro m largest HT value as the
average idle period of channel decrease with increase in
deviation from largest HT value. Therefore, for same
service time requirement of SUs, the random selection
algorith m experiences necessity of earlier handoff due
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to shorter idle period of the selected channels which
result in h igher nu mber of handoffs. Therefore, the
proposed algorithm experiences lesser number of
handoffs due to selection of channels having largest HT
value (i.e. average idle period). As a result, there is
considerable reduction in handoff rate of the proposed
algorithm.
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Deviation from largest HT value
Fig. 15: Comparison of proposed algorithm and random selection
algorithm

V.

Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a novel spectrum
handoff algorith m using fu zzy logic approach for
cognitive radio networks. The algorith m selects the
optimal transmission power for SU in order to avoid
interference to PU and takes handoff decision based on
knowledge of transmission power, data rate and HT (i.e.
average idle period) of a channel. The proposed
algorith m helps in selection of the channel having
largest HT value, which results in achiev ing higher
quality of service (QoS) fo r the application running on
the SU. Hence, the proposed algorithm reduces the
number of required handoffs. The simulated results
validate the findings.
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